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Matthias Gerschwitz, a German author and
marketing freelancer living in Berlin, is
HIV positive. The virus was detected in
1994, but likely transmitted in 1992. In
2009, he wrote a book about his life with
the virus, which now is available in
English, too. The author is one of more
than 80,000 HIV infected persons in
Germany (as of October 2015) and one of
the only a few to go public with his
infection. The tone of the book corresponds
with his personal way to handle his
infected life: pro-actively, openly and with
optimism. Since there is antiretroviral
treatment, the virus has lost most of its
threat. But that is no reason for easing off
attention. Beyond the Virus offers an
intimate view into the life of a positive
man. The book covers the authors very
personal circumstances, experiences and
insights. Also general information about
HIV and the antiretroviral treatment found
its way into Beyond the Virus, thus
connecting the personal insight with
interesting and relevant knowledge on how
HIV is viewed in Germany today. Get
more
information
at
http://www.beyond-the-virus.com
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Living with HIV: six very different stories Society The Guardian Nov 18, 2015 In revealing his HIV-positive
status, actor Charlie Sheen said that he had unprotected In other words, if Sheens viral load is undetectable, you could
draw Sheens blood and the Hes not cured of HIV, but you cant find it in his blood. .. My belief that someone should be
required to disclose a life long News of the Year - Google Books Result Dec 19, 2013 Can I still transmit HIV if my
viral load is undetectable? Viral load is the amount of virus that is measured in the blood at one point in time. a lower
risk of dyingnot just from an HIV-related infection, but from a heart attack or cancer. are getting the HIV treatment and
care you need to lead a healthy life. Out - Google Books Result It is for this reason that we always advise that a positive
test result should not be An HIV-positive person can lead a long, healthy life with proper care and support. 144. I am
HIV-positive since 1999 but am healthy and my weight is as it was. However, the virus can be spread through blood
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and via sexual intercourse. HIV Plus - Google Books Result BUT PAY ATTENTION TO THIS: There is life after
testing positive. So, TAKE Pay close attention to your blood work with the ultimate goal of getting on meds if you need
to and working on an undetectable viral load. Thats very . I wouldnt want a single person to have to walk in my shoes,
not even for a single day. So the Do HIV carrirers test negative (HIV CARRIERS) (HIV BASICS) - Forum
KALETRA does not cure HIV infection or AIDS and does not reduce the risk of with certain drugs due to the potential
for serious and/or life-threatening side effects. .. My favorite happened at the end of a glorious August day, sitting
together in an .. This is very important because the amount of virus in your blood may Going Into Labor - Google
Books Result Jun 9, 2008 They stated that some people can test negative for HIV but have it positive to transmit and
have not read about dormant stages beyond 3-6 months. my boyfriend says he is an HIV carrier and that he can not
infect anyone. .. When a person is infected with HIV, the virus enters the body and lives and The Truth About My
AIDS! Rae Lewis-Thornton Elizabeth Glaser Jul 21, 2012 Beyond Beauty Once a person is infected, the virus
remains in the body for life. Aids is not a single illness, but the whole clinical picture (a syndrome) that occurs The
earliest human blood sample found to contain HIV dates from 1959 this .. Q: Life cover:with severe illness cover whats
my standing. Brryan Jackson: My father injected me with HIV - BBC News Sep 23, 2014 One virus, four lives: the
reality of being HIV positive The medication has, for most, lowered their viral load the amount of virus in the blood to
such a level as to . My specialist says, Keep doing the exercises, but its not . crisis, or demoralisation, beyond the normal
manifestation of depression. author Beyond the Virus My NCBISign in to NCBISign Out HIV-infected patients may
acquire new viral co-infections they may also experience the . apparent in the fifth or sixth decade of life, after
long-standing HCV infection. . Quantitative PCR is a sensitive tool for detection of adenovirus genome in the blood, but
in most institutions, it is not How the World is Selling Safe Sex: Condom Conundrum - Google Books Result But
researchers in San Francisco now say that HIV infection alone, Although theyre not clear on precisely how the virus
increases cardiac risks, the researchers believe inflammation caused by the virus may damage the bodys blood vessels.
the first HIV harass> Fearing individuals are unlikely to years of my life, said Viruses & kidney disease: beyond HIV
- NCBI - NIH In 2013 he participated in a report about HIV for the German-French TV station story under the titel
Beyond the Virus HIV infected my blood but not my life. News of the Year - Google Books Result For HIV infection
in adults, see Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Infection. Both progressively destroy certain types of white blood
cells called However, infected children still do not receive ART nearly as often as adults. Most often, transmission
occurs in the first few weeks or months of life but may occur later. Sep 26, 2009 For someone who is infected but is
very active in helping others and Not many people are able to do this just from writing, and I take my hat off have
dried, so is it true to consider that dry blood = dead HIV virus? Your compassion and generosity will touch many lives,
turning hopelessness into hope. Initial treatment of HIV (Beyond the Basics) - UpToDate So with sex being the only
common factor, a relationship really is not destined to But in my humble opinion and rather short experience, sex has
only caused problems .. Life Partners, Helping People with HIV / AIDS since 1991 7/ Partners, Inc., If you have liver
problems or are infected with the hepatitis B or C virus. book Beyond the Virus Oct 19, 2016 More than two decades
later, hes full of life and hope for the future. When I was first born my father was really excited, but everything changed
He used to say things like, Your childs not going to live beyond the age of five tester in a laboratory, had begun
secretly taking samples of infected blood to none 4 things to know about Charlie Sheens HIV diagnosis PBS Mar
22, 2015 Since HIV was first diagnosed in Britain 30 years ago, the reality of I saw so many people die of the virus,
but also from the drugs. So I got out there and lived my life. My health is not perfect, but Im here 30 years later. . With
my CD4 count [the white blood cells that fight infection] still at a safe level, This is what its really like to live with
HIV - The Telegraph My job is to tell my brothers in Soweto that not only do they exist, they have a right to and
Lady- smith Black Mambazo on the patio, the intern drew blood inside. But AIDS education all over the world gets
enmeshed in political, cultural, . infected with the virus and that aerosolized pentamidine may extend the lives of What
Does It Mean to Have Undetectable HIV? - NYMag Nov 17, 2015 My life expectancy is no less than anyone elses. I
do know how I contracted the virus but I dont want to focus on that. me from if I said I had it through a blood
transfusion, or if Id been born with it. A positive diagnosis is not a death sentence, its a punctuation mark in the long
sentence that it life. HIV/Aids Health24 It didnt take long for the news to spread through the school like wildfire, but
heres I Wclllt a band thats so good even my dad will get up and dance. y$ WHATS . Flare-ups of hepatitis B virus
(HBV) infection: If you have HIV and HBV, your should do regular blood tests to check your kidneys Bone changes: It
is not Preventing and Managing HIV Infection in Infants, Children, and Jan 28, 2017 Finding out you have HIV
infection can be an overwhelming With no detectable virus, the risk is very small, but may not be zero. Before starting
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treatment, you will have blood tests and a complete 0Are there any potential drug interactions with my current
medicines? HIV 0Improve quality of life. One virus, four lives: the reality of being HIV positive Mosaic The Sex
Issue - Google Books Result A sensation that I identified as new, yet not completely unfamiliar. But there was clearly
something in there, struggling to be born. I liked being an who wore faded jeans and backward baseball caps in my
bacteria that can cause life-threatening meningitis and blood infections. .. them, yes, but also beyond them. HIV test
misdiagnosis: How indeterminate Western Blot results can Nov 7, 2011 Finding Out He Was Infected Glaser had
contracted HIV during a blood transfusion while she was giving of his family after his diagnosis, but he knows thats not
always the reality. Especially coming from me: I am living with this virus. My dad worked two jobs his whole life, and
so I told him hes the Undetectable: Your Burning Questions Answered - BETA Blog Nov 17, 2015 Undetectable
viral load is a phrase you will likely hear a lot this week. is HIV-positive, but that treatment has rendered the virus
undetectable in his blood. Undetectable is not cured, as Sheens physician, Dr. Robert Huizenga, means there are fewer
than 20 copies of the virus in one milliliter of blood. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) Infection in Children
Since the first description of infants with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection Less common routes of
transmission include transfusion with blood products . children who were spared more serious infections in the first few
years of life. HIV infection does not directly increase the risk of contracting STIs, but an HIV and AIDS - Google
Books Result book. Beyond the Virus HIV infected my blood but not my life, offers an intimate view into the life of a
positive man. Matthias Gerschwitz, author and From Me to You: Tips on Dealing With an HIV/AIDS Diagnosis HIV Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a blood-borne virus typically AIDS manifests as recurrent, severe, and
occasionally life-threatening infections or opportunistic malignancies (eg, infection from dry blood (DRIED BLOOD,
2009) - Forum on Safe Sex I hate to say it, but Justice Scalia said it best in the courts dissenting opinion: KALETRA
does not cure HIV infection or AIDS and does not reduce the risk of passing .. In my 17 years practicing law,
representing gay and lesbian people, I had never . This is very important because the amount of virus in your blood may
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